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Doom Dome Is No More

Dome's topknot grounded (Photo by John Wanat).

Dome begins to fall (Photo by Dave Poll).

Later, inside the slain beast (Photo by John vvanati

The Fieldhouse Home, a familiar
landmark on the Grand Valley
campus for more than a decade, is
just a memory.
The dome fell victim to a wreck
ing ball at 2:58 p.m. Thursday, jan.
17, less than 48 hours after Omega
Construction Company, a Grandvillc
firm, began tearing the roof of the
facility down.
Workmen removed the raised
“penthouse” section of the roof and
a massive heating and cooling system
located just below that section
before the wrecking ball swung
into action.
The lower two levels of the floor
sustained minor damage when the
roof collapsed. One steel b<am
punctured the subflooring and ceiling
of a racquctball court and a second
beam punctured another portion of
the subflooring.
The demolition began on Jan. 15,
minutes after Ottawa County
Circuit Court Judge James Townsend
ruled that the architects, engineers
and contractors named in a lawsuit
over the facility had been given
adequate time to study the building.
The judge’s ruling enabled Grand
Valley to proceed with demolition of
the roof and installation of a water
proof covering to prevent the lower
levels of the facility from sustaining
further water damage.
Ward Aurich, physical plant
officer for Grand Valley, said the
work is expected to take about two
weeks and cost $275,000.
The first floor of the Fieldhouse
has been closed since September
1978, when a consulting engineering
firm warned that the roof was in
danger of collapse.
Reconstruction of the Fieldhouse,
including the addition of a swimmjtg
pool and a 6,000-sear gymnasium
and replacement of the dome roof
with a new flat roof, is expected to
begin late next spring.
Schematic plans for the facility
cal! for continued use of the lower
levels of the existing building, re-

Group Wants to Lower Drinking Age
by Susan Collins
Michigan's drinking age has once
again become the topic of interest.
Recently, there has been a move
across college campuses around the
state by a group called the “Age of
Majority" to lower the drinking age
from 21 to 19: and Grand Valley is
no exception.
Lenore Knox-Mayfield, chairper
son of the Student Senate’s (SS) Ap
pointments Committee is responsible
for getting the movement started at
Grand Valley. Mayfield, who is also
a SS cabinet member, will be meeting
with Doug Hargett, director of the
“Age of Majority”, in order to dis
cuss the details of getting a petition
drive organized on campus.
Asked why she felt the drinking
age should be lowered, she replied,
"It's not so much that 1 personally
feel the drinking age should be
lowered. Rather, there has been a
wide interest shown across the state
and I feel they ought to have a
choice.”
Commenting on the 1978 elec
tion, Mayfield said, “ Last time there
was too much public confusion and
not enough time to really look at the
issue."

A ll In Your Head
(CPS)---- The «• .ual revolution may
he here, but it apparently isn’t easy
going for the revolutionists.
Dr. Gary Margolis, a counselor at
Middlebury College in Vermont, says
health professionals on college cam
puses are now spending one-third to
one-half of their time dealing with
students who have sex-related
cniuuonal problems.
Margolis. according to Zodiac
News Service, claims that the stress
of sexual intimacy on campus leaves
some students anxiety-ndden and
depresed and even can be the causr
of headaches, stomach aches, and

“This time, ” she said, “it will be
much more organized.’’
Mayfield hopes to have locations
set up in the Campus Center and
dorms, as well as at spring registra
tion for individuals wishing to sign
the petition.
Simultaneously, Mayfield wants
to set up a voter’s registration drive
for the students and begin a petition
drive for the sale of liquor in Allen
dale.
The “Age of Majority” move

ment will need to collect 287,722
signatures statewide in order to put
the proposal on the ballot next fall.
Mayfield’s goal for Grand Valiey is
3,000 signatures.
Earlier this month the State Board
of Education voted symbolically in
favor of lowering the state’s drinking
age from 21 to 19. There has also
been a proposed amendment to the
state constitution to lower
the
drinking age to 19 introduced in the
Michigan House of Representatives.

modeling of the first floor, and the
addition of a multi-purpose gymna
sium to the north and an aquatics
area to the cast of the building.
The renovation and additions to
the facility are expected to cost
about $12 million.
The legislature is currently con
sidering a capital outlay bill including
$1,394,000 for completion of plans
for the facility and the beginning
phases of the renovation.
The original cost of the Fieldhouse was $2.2 million.
Grand Valley had hoped to begin
demolition of the roof on Dec. 10,
so that work could be completed
during the break between fall and
winter terms. However, defendants
in the lawsuit asked for more time
to complete their studies and were
given until 5 p.m., Jan. 15, to do so.
The suit alleges that the defend
ants were hired to design and con
struct a suitable building and failed
to do so. As a result. Grand Valley
has lost the use of the building,
will have to remove it, is incurring
significant additional expense in or
der to provide a physical education
program, and is losing student in
come and other income from fieldhouse activities. The total amount of
the claim has not been specified since
the losses will be continuing until a
replacement facility is constructed.
Through its 11-year history, the
Fieldhouse has been plagued with
problems. In 1967, after structural
The Dome was done, but its lights shone on (Photo by Dave Poll).
continued on page 3

The Next One

‘Come A s You Are W ar’
Editor's note. Catherine Behrin
ger originally intended to write this
to show how low-level military per
sortei mighi [eel about current events
in the Middle East in relation to U.S.
readiness for war.
But in researching this article, Ms.
Behringer found that the views o f
her source, Army Staff Sergeant
David Whitmire, closely coincide
with prevailing, Washington opinion
This is the first in a series o f stor
ies by Ms. Behringer about American
military preparedness.
by Catherine Behringer
"The American people will not let
us, at present, go into any type of
conflict."
This was the response of Staff
Sergeant David Whitmire of the U.S.
Army Recruiting office in Holland,

Dean Adrian Tinsely Resigns
bv Raymond Stock
Adrian Tinsley has resigned as
dean of William James College,
effective June, 1980.
Tinsley has directed the college
since 1972, when she
Kenneth Venderbush, who had been
acting dean during WJC’s first year,
1971. Venderbush later died of a
brain tumor.
“After eight years, 1 felt it was
time for some new energy in the
dean’s job," said Tinsley, adding that
no pressure has been applied to force
her resignation. "1 can't do the same
job forever," she added.
GVSC Vice-president for Acade
mic Affairs Glenn N iem eyer____
Tinsley’s decision
"a surprise",
though he had known she was consid
ering resignation or at least a leave
of absence since late last fall.
‘‘This is a major move for her, the
college and for Grand Valley ,”
MiCTTTCy-T*
hiir rm uw kd
that no single individual is indispenrible for WJC’s survival.
Tinsley s resignation comes at a
time when much of the fear concern
ing the future of William James
College is apparently draiparing.
Due to rWlinmcr enrollment and

Tinsaly (photo by Dave Poll).
what manv students and faculty at
the “alternative” college viewed as
encroachment by the larger, more
traditional CAS, the atmosphere at
WJC had grown quite gloomy in fer « t f v p $ tt

“I'm much more optimistic about
the future of William James n°*
than at this time last year," Tinsley
stated.
At this time last year. GVSC ■r*‘
bracing for a round of budget cuts-

Niemeyer, who was responsible
for formulating the academic affairs
divisions cutbacks to conform to ad
ministration budget goals during the
emergency retrenchment process last
spring, including the recommenda
tion to close Thomas Jefferson
College, shares Tinsley's enthusiasm.
“ WJC is really pulling together,"
he said.
Niemeyer praised Tinsley's per
formance as dean, saying that he
was sorry to see her step down, “our
relationship has always been at the
highest professional level," the Vicepresident said.
Margaret Proctor, a William J ames
faculty member who had once served
as uic college's assistant dean, was
named by Niemeyer to bead a fivemember dean-search committee.
An ad for the position of William
James dean appeared in the New
York Times last Sunday, and one is
due to appear in the Chronicle of
Higher Education.
Tinsley has expressed an interest
m remaining on the WJC faculty
after her resignation becomes effec
tive. '"We’re looking into that poss
ibdity,’’iays Niemeyer. "She certain
cowtmued om page 3

U.S. Military Preparedness
D -» v+-

i ai l
Michigan when asked to speculate
on the possibility of a war developing
in the Middle East. Whitmire feels
we are still in the Vietnam era, or
just emerging from it, and that the
American people, as a whole, arc
scared to death. Whitmire added
that he felt the present position of
the United States does not lend itself
to another conflict like Vietnam.
Yet, as fifty Americans sit
through their twelfth week of cap
tivity in Teheran, 85,000 Soviet
troops move through Afghanistan 19
miles from the Iranian border. Pres
ident Carter has called this invasion
“the greatest threat to peace since
the second world war."
So it would seem foolish to take
the problems in the Middle-East
less than seriously. Islamic scholars
in Qatar (a small Arab country) cau
tion, “Those who dare attack the
islamic people in Iran, should real
ize that such an attack must be
deemed an attack on all Islamic
states." There are twenty-eight such
states, extending west to Mauritania
and as far east as Indonesia. Russia
casts a threatening shadow to the
north. As the shadow grows ever
larger, so does the fear of conflict in
the future.
Whitmire envisions the war of the
future ’ S a “come as you are war.”
Furthermore, he feeis that the U.S.
will not be able to say, “ ’. . . Well,
we're going to get ready for a year
and we’ll have it.’ It’ll be here."

troop force of this type, James
Canan wrote in the Oct. 29 issue of
Business Week magazine, "In fact,
the U.S. lacks the ships and planes
(or mounting such a force —let alone
for the gigantic job of protecting
free world sea lanes ”
A comparative study published in
October’s The Atlantic magazine in
dicated that this may indeed be true.
The United States possesses 5,026
combat aircraft, (5% less than the
U.S.S.R.), 175 major surface comba
tant ships, (24% less), 81 attack sub
marines, (66% less), and 10,000
tanks. (77% less than the Russians).
With two million active duty military
troops, (not including 800,000 re
serves and one million civilian em
ployees), wc fall 50% short of the
Soviets.
All of this, again, Whitmire feels is
a result of the Vietnam era. “They
are saying wc don’t need this because
wc are ‘the most powerful nation in
the world.’ It’s not the amount of
food that you produce that makes
you a world powci. . .” It’s not the
continued on page 3

The question is this: Will the U.S.
be adequately prepared, or do the
Soviets possess the upper hand
Approximately
122 billion
American dollars went into the de
fense budget last year. Yet, accord
ing to Whitmire, the US. is sorely
lacking in terms of necessary equip_— . * *
- - A I ..
\ U rhn
late 1960’s proposals were made to
develop “quick-strike" or "rapid
deployment” forces for emergency
use in flash spots like the Middle
East. Though the Administration
had hopes of creating a 100,000-

(photo by Dam Pail).
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Lanthorn Editorials
WIB’s Problems
The W1B (Women's Information Bureau) Newsletter appears again on
campus this week, after a brief absense last term
WIB has had a stormy history at GVSC. That history explains, in part,
the budgetary problems which forced the recent absense.
WIB’s spring, 1978 edition was confiscated briefly by the administra
tion, purportedly because it was not "authorised” by its stuaent director
who feared that its content was too critical of GVSC, and that the college
would cut off WIB’s funding. In any case, it was confiscated, directly or
indirectly, because of administration disapproval of editorial content.
Last year, WIB stepped on more toes editorially. In what was possibly
its best edition ever, the Newsletter probed and kept alive the issue of
sexual harassment after The Lanthorn had apparently lost interest.
Since then their primary funding source, the Women’s Studies Pro
gram, has been cut off. With remarkable ruthlessness, the Student
Senate also slashed its appropriation to WIB.
The fiscal problems which WIB has encountered are neither isolated
nor coincidental. Nor are they conspiratorial at their source.
Rather, this institutional harassment is the natural result of the
callous misogeny of this male-dominated college.
The Women’s Studies Program was cut because, within the context of
last year’s retrenchment, it was “a low priority program.” Women's issues
often arc-to men.
The Student Senate reduced WIB’s activities fee allotment because
“the money just isn’t there.” That is correct. The money was shifted to
the normally hapless, deficit-ridden Programing Committee where it is cur
rently being squandered on ill-attended dances and movies, also supposed
ly of higher priority than .GVSC’s only women’s organization.
These and other Student Senate actions acquire a slightly conspiratorial
flavor in the light of their proximity to the Student Affairs Office, that
office’s proximity to Vice-president Van Steeland, and Van Steeland's
avowed goal of halting “the proliferation of campus publications”, read
here as: the limitation of freedom of speech through the discontinuation
of the Newsletter and the (WJC) Paper.
Still, the conspiratorial flavor is not important, except inasmuch as it
is part and parcel of a prevailing intolerance for minority viewpoints.
Here is another wrinkle: Conscious of its shrunken budget (and little
else) the Student Senate Appropriations Committee tried to talk the
Lanthorn, the Newsletter, and the Paper into consolidating "to save
funds.”
As a matter of fact, print technology provides no savings from con
solidation into a “superpaper”, a truly hare-brained concept whose only
result would be the placement of the Newsletter and the Paper under the
potentially oppressive jurisdiction of the Lanthom's Newspaper Advisory
Board, which, incidentally, is within Van Steeland's administrative realm.
Again, the possible conspiratorial aspects of all this are not at the hcan
of WIB’s problems.

Two Separate Salvoes

Language
Invasion of
the Huperbeings
No, this isn't a review
of the latest sci-fi horror
flick. This article has no
thing to do with an alien
intelligence about to in
vade and wreak havoc on
the human race. It is not
a subject for Captain
by J. A. Foote Kirk.
It is brought to you
by the same people who invented ultra-liberals,
neo-conservatives, clcrico-fascists, and new im
proved truth. Huperbeings are sponsored by
the same guardians of language who brought
you such as chairperson, personholcs, hurri
canes named for him, and who most assuredly
will give us all himnias.
For this article deals with words, language;
their use and misuse. A word according to
Webster is “a speech sound that symbolizes
and communicates meaning.” “Language,”
according to Noah, is "a systematic means
of communicating ideas by use of conventional
ized signs.”
C.S. Lewis, noted philologist, has stated that
“words constantly take on new meanings."
This is accomplished thru two processes, ram
ification and verbicide. The former refers a
phenomenon of change where a tree forms
new branches of meaning. Gradually the upper
branches dominate and eventually drown out
the older ones.
This natural evolutionary cycle is to be con
trasted with verbicide; the murder of a word
either because people do not understand it or
because they wish to fashion it to their own
meaning.
In the former case the sin may be forgiven
but not the latter. For it is a gross misuse of
language to invent meaning that was never
intended, to find sexism where none existed, to
conjure up imagined insult where none is ex
pressed.
If for example one were to examine the
etymology of the term chairman one would
find that it referred to a person who was the
head or chief officer of a committee or lather
ing. Since historically men predominated on
governing committees, the term chairman gain
ed popular usage. Nothing however prevented
the use of the term chairwoman were that pos
ition held by a female.
However, in today’s silliness these terms arc
considered sexist: prejudicial based on sex, es
pecially toward women. In their place we use
chairperson a term which to me at least seems
imprecise. It would appear that the choice of
chairperson over chairman or chairwoman

male children inundated with tools such as chair
man. statesman, congressman, man and bis en
vironment, man’s fate, and so on, are kept as
much from the perception of women as
actors in social life just as they are kept from IS
different perceptions of snow enjoyed by
Eskimos and unseen by us.
That in our society generally men have the
controlling power, and that in our language the
generic expressions for "human" are in f a c t'
masculine, is no mere coincidence. Thete it a
relationship between those two facts.
Lan
guage both reflects the sexual inequality which
has ruled for centuries, and perpetuate* it by
molding our expectations and limiting our very
ability to imagine things differently.
Those who argue that it is unimportant to
strive for a language of sexual equality try to
trivialize women, but end up blind to the power
of language . They trivialize one of our distinc
tively human activities-speech-and mock the
power of human language and human culture.
Those who are fearful of obliterating the dif
ferences between the sexes miss the point. Only
the differences of unequal power and of
squelched potential for half the race are at issue.
The task is not to “desex” but to humanize.
And then there are those who claiir agree
ment in principle but argue that to speak a lan
guage of true equality of human potential is
awkward. One wonders why they don’t find the
oppression of half the race more awkward. Sure
ly those who love only graceful speech and prose
sec the necessity for thinking before they speaklet their thoughts include consciousness of the
history of inequality of women and the potential
for full humanity for all.
After all, if Pope could write gracefully in
rhyming couplets and Shakespeare in iambic pen
tameter without sounding forced, we can manage
to restructure a few sentences and think through
our thoughts far enough to avoid both silliness
and sexism. It’s just not that tough.
It is arrogant and blind to assume that a lan
guage structured to define human as male has no
power to mold reality.
One "chairperson” will not change the whole
future, but each conscious, non-sexist usage con
tributes to creating a new pattern, a new sym
bolic structure in which all persons grow and
through which all persons perceive- a more
human language.

would defeat one main purpose of language
which is to communicate ideas, as succinctly
as possible.
But this is not enough. It has been discover
ed that the word person has son in it and since
son is sexist the word may no longer be used.
In its place a new term has been suggested.
HU from human, PER from person, BEING.
H U P B R B E I N G.
The head of a committee is now to be called
a chairhupcrbeing. Mankind (excuse me) personkind (excuse me) huperbeingkind has been
saved. Captain Kirk arc you still available?

.

....

Power of Words
Does Make A Difference
Most of us have heard
that the Eskimo language
has many more names
for snow than English
does. Which name is cor
rect depends on the con
sistency and other qual
ities of the sample at
hand.
It would take
by Pat Polach much effort for members
of our culture, whose lives (even in Michigan) are
relatively much less afflicted by snow, to see the
differences the Eskimos see.
In effect, they perceive snow differently than
we do. Their language for snow is an outgrowth
of the demands of their environment. It is also
one of the things which enables them to perceive
those particular differences in snow and to pass
on those patterns of perception to their children.
Without the words, many differences in snow arc
so unimportant to us as to go unseen.
Language shapes culture just as culture shapes
language. It is not all one way, or all the other.
Language provides the tools of thought, and
what we can think is influenced by the tools in
our possession.
The use of the word, “man” , in the generic
sense robs us of the tools to perceive of human
kind as male and female equals. Female and

The Newsletter (and the Paper), are considered intolerable for two
reasons.
In the first place they often voice a minority view which many people
find threatening. Second, because of their relative autonomy their editor
ial content is unpredictable and uncontrollable.
This is not yet a business college. Administrators still pay lip service to
the concept of liberal education. A liberal college must be tolerant of min
ority views. In fact it must encourage the free exchange of ideas, including
those of the minority, no matter how distasteful they are to predictionand-control minded bureaucrats.

LANTHORN Letters to tti* editor mutt include signature, address and phone
number of the writer. The address and phone number will not be printed. The
writer's name may be withheld on request but publication of anonymous lettors it
not encouraged. Letters which are legible and under 300 words are most likely to be
printed. All are subject to careful condensation. The LANTHORN reserves the right
to reject any letter.

Editor:
This letter is in response to last
week’s issue.
Dear ACAS/ECS,
In last week’s issue the lead story
for The Lanthorn, "Faculty Balks
At Student Voting”, I was informed

cluding students.”
Forgive me, but I believe you
made an error. Did you not mean
"excluding students”.
"Our goal, academic excellence
and economic security through
unity,’’ ultimately means a quality

u ia t u i c

cdiscsticii For GVSC students.

lo o k

n o a c t io n o n a

Student Senate proposal to include
students on two important faculty
subcommittees, curriculum study,
and salary and budget”.
Yet, on the back page of said
issue, the Grand Valley State Col
leges Faculty Association has an ad.
I assume that the ACAS/ECS mem
bers are part of the association
otherwise this is all rendered quite
academic. This is such an insult in
light of your past actions; Foremost,
is the removal of students from the
ACAS. I cite the following para
graphs as cause of said insult:
"We share a common concern
with students about the teachinglearning process”. Dear people, if
you knew what you are teaching me!
“As a consequence we pledge to
commit ourselves to work with stu
dents to improve education at
GVSC”
The next paragraph is pure poli
tical rhetoric, and I will not demean
myself to include it in this letter.
"w e »haii insist on academic free
dom and due process for all members
of the academic community, in

I agree with an education, but I
debate you over the meaning of
quality. Lastly, if you wish student
support, actions speak louder (with
more effectiveness.’ than political
rhetoric.

Campus Center. Wc urge as many
students as possible to be there and
inquire what effect the outcome of
this election will have on them and
this college.
Robert Scholtcn
The Grand Valley
Liberation Committee
Editor:
I am rather disgusted with the
letter that appeared in the Jan. 17

issue of The Lantbom-, in which J.
Sinyard whined pitifully about hav
ing to walk to classes. The idem of a
cab service is ludicrous since theft is
a shortage of roads. There is a mar
ket to exploit indeed; but rather than
a self-limiting cab service, how about
an Amway helicopter service bet
ween buildings?
Lovingly
Pablo Bastantc
Wend Manor
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Editor:
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Dome
problems were discovered in a similar
domed
facility
elsewhere, the
Ficldhouse was redesigned to prevent
these problems from occurring in
Grand Valley's structure.
In
February 1968, just three months
before the facility was to have been
completed,
a
2, 50()-squarc-foot
section of the roof collapsed, fatally
injuring an electrician working on
the building.
After redesigning, reconstructing

Tinsely
ly has the qualifications and the in
tellectual bent to teach."
Grand Valley's first female dean
and senior member of the Grand
Valley Dean’s Council for several
years, Tinsley has a doctorate in
English Literature from Cornell
University (1969), a Masters in
English from the University of
Washington (1962), studied drama
on a Fulbright Fellowship at the Uni
versity of Bristol, England (1958-59)
and received a baccalaureate in
Psychology, from Bryn Mawr College
(1958).

from page one
and extensive testing, the building
was deemed safe and opened in
time for graduation cxcrciesc in
June 1969.
However, problems with leaks in
the roof began in 1970 and have
worsened continually since then.
In March, 1979, Grand Valley
filed suit against the architects,
engineers and building contractor
who designed and built the Fieldhouse.

from page one
From 1968 to 1972, Tinsley was
an assistant professor of English at
the University of Maryland, from
1966 to 1968 and worked as faculty
in residence recruiting students to a
six-year Ph.D. program at Cornell.
She also worked as a part-time lec
turer on tragedy and comedy for
freshmen English classes at Cornell
from 1958 to 1968.
Tinsley has -Iso done considerable
research on the professional status
of academic women, and plans to
write a book on women in higher
education administration during the
next year.

U.S. Military
number of people. It's the military
might. .
And yes, in that area the
American military would seem to be
at a disadvantage.
What is it that absorbs defense
dollars like a thirsty sponge? Well,
with the I ndent nuclear submarine
costing twelve times as much as a
modern destroyer, the answer is this:
technology. In the opinion of James
Fallows, Washington editor of The
Atlantic magazine,” . . . one clear
disadvantage of the high-technology
approach is that there aren’t enough
ships, tanks, and planes, or as many
as there could be if each unit were
simpler and cheaper.’’
ConjpqiiVntly, Whitmire estimates
that it Would take
three weeks to
mobilize our support troops, which

Bus Strike
Could Slow
G V SC
Com m uters
At midnight last Friday, 140 driv
ers and mechanics at the Grand Rap
ids Area Transit Authority (GRATA)
voted to begin a strike. The workers,
members of Amalgamated Transit
Union Local 936, were later persuad
cd to avert such action at least until
Jan. 29.
Union President George C. Bunfeels that if no contract agreement
is reached by Jan. 29, a bus strike is
inevitable.
According to GRATA, between
five hundred and six hundred fares
arc collected each day from Grand
Valley students who ride the city
buses to and/or from campus. What
would a strike mean to the hordes of
these students who depend on buses
as their sole means of transportation?
Kathy Sullivan, of the campus
Student Affairs office, offered re
assurance when asked if the college
has plans for any form of compensa
tion, “There is no compensation
plan set up right now. But GRATA
told us not to worry because they
have their own back-up. They may
not be GRATA buses but they’ll
provide something.”

from page one

carry food, ammunition, and other
essentials to those in combat, in the
event of war in the Middle Fast. The
military could transport U.S. infan
try soldiers to a war zone but does
not possess the means to quickly
move massive amounts of supplies
needed to replace any initial losses
within the first few weeks.
Whitmire attempted to explain
the strategies of the U.S. and Soviet
military forces, “The Russians say
they can take Europe in nine days.
We say we can take it just a little
longer. The Soviet concept is to
move a minimum of twenty-five
miles a day. Our concept is to wait
until they take it and then take it
back." The Russian infantry has one
person in support for every three

soldiers in combat arms, whereas the
U.S. claims a seven to one ratio. So
the strategy of the American military
is to allow the Soviets to occupy an
area of ground and drop U.S. soldiers
behind their infantry in order to des
troy all Russian supply lines.
Consequently, Whitmire estimates
that it would take about three weeks
to mobilize our support troops,
which carry food, ammunition, and
other essentials to those in combat in
Middle East.
Whitmire pointed out that, ", . .
we don’t have the ocean that we did
in World War II. .
but he assures
the American people of this: “Ve
can kill more people, faster, with the
equipment we have now than we
could thirty years ago.”

Editor's note Beginning this summer
Grand Valley will switch to a semes
ter system from the current term cal
endar, even though a petition was
signed by 1,500 students last spring
asking the administration to recon
sider the change.
A few years ago, the college con
sidered a similar switch.
Reprinted below are portions o f
an article which was published in the
beb. 19, 1976 edition o f The
Lanthom.
by Doug Guthrie
According to Jeff Dongvillo ot the
Student Congress, a task force on
which he serves will soon propose
to the Executive Committee of the
All-Colleges Senate that GVSC
change its calendar to the early
semester system.
GVSC is now following a quarter
calendar which divides the academic
year into four ten-week learning
periods.
On Wednesday, February 4, the
task force, which has six faculty and
two student members, voted five to
two in favor of the change.
Dongvillo voted against the propo
sal. He discussed the plan and his
opposition to it Monday.
The proposal, if approved, will
put GVSC on a calendar similar to
most other colleges and universities
in the state.
The task force decided on early
semesters for three main reasons,”
said Dongvillo, “cost, scheduling,
and quality of education.”
The cost savings would come from
the registrar’s office where students
enroll two or three times a year
rather than three or four. The result
would be less paper work.
The present scheduling system

GVSC Wanted
Semesters
Back in 1976
hinders GVSC graduates in that they
hit the job market as' late as six
weeks after other college graduates.
With an early semester calendar,
GVSC students would graduate at
the same time as other state students.
Task force members are also of
the opinion that the quality of edu
cation would also increase with the
change, because learning would take
place at a slower but more thorough
pace.
Dongvillo felt that the task force
findings were unimpressive because,
“ I saw no evidence to move to any
thing other than our present sys
tem.”
According to Dongvillo students
were polled at last winter’s preregis
tration on the question of changing
the calendar.
The result of that
poll showed 77% of the 128 respon
ses opposed to any change.
“ Student opinion has not been
given proper consideration,” said
Dongvillo. “ I felt some obligation to
the students, so I took a more ex
tensive poll.”
The result of Dongvillo’s poll
totalled 500 answers and showed 410
students against any change, 59 in
favor of change and 31 were unde
cided. Seventy-one of the students
polled by Dongvillo have attended

colleges with the semester system.
Eighty-eight percent of those stu
dents preferred the calendar GVSC
now uses.
“People gave a lot of reasons why
they preferred the quarter system,"
explained Dongvillo. "They like how
they can take a lighter class load or
get a wider variety of classes or
avoid being stuck with one professor
for a long time.”
The second student member of
the task force, Pam Kurtzman, does
not agree with Dongvillo. “None of
the reasons they (students polled)
gave were academic—it’s like no one
goes to school to learn.”
Kurtzman voted in favor of the
change. “1 felt that semesters were
best for the school financially. Aca
demically it doesn’t make any dif
ference.”
Gilbert Davis Chairperson of the
All-College Senate, explained that
(his committee hoped to sec the
task force’s recommendation by
the end of this term. Any student
or faculty member still has plenty
of time to voice any objections to
the proposal,” said Davis. He empha
sized that if his committee passes
it, the proposal has to be approved
by the Board of Control and the
President’s office.

G VSC Debaters Tour M idw est
With its season already halfway
over, the GVSC Debate Team has
travelled throughout the Midwest,
recording an impressive list of
victories.
The G.V. team won a
quarter-final trophy, having been
beaten
by Georgia University.
Barbara Glcsner gained a 3rd speaker
award, and Jim Thompson tied for
fN •

MI A NLA

6th speaker. About 50 teams were
there.
This weekend (Jan. 26) the entire
team will be travelling to Wayne
State University for the Michigan
Intercollegiate Speech League open"
tournament. GVSC will be entering
3 teams and arc expecting a success
ful tournament.
Trophys of the debate team are
displayed in the Caldcr Fine Arts

Center.
Those interest in joining debate,
either as a class or as part of the
team, may sign for the introductory
course offered this spring (Theatre
190, CAS).
The coach is Fred Garbowitz.
Other tournaments yet to come
are Northwestern Univ., Feb. 11-13,
Whitewater, Wise., Feb. 18-20, and
Kansas Univ., March 14-16.
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VALLEY FACULTY
STATE
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The Trend Is Clear: Collective Bargaining with NBA

DISCOUNT

scarves

winter jackets
long johns
mittens
Extra Specials
on Discontinues
GVSC Jackets

>

gloves

LU

0d
O

1975

1979

Four Year Public College Campuses
Represented bg NEA A nd AAUP
NEA Uniuersities Include
Central Michigan University
University o f the District
University o f Massachusetts (2)
o f Colum bia (3)
Minnesota State Colleges (7)
Ferris State College
Massachusetts State Colleges (to) Western M ontona College
Nebraska State Colleges (4)
university o f Lowell, Mass(2)
NoGhem Montana College
Keene State College, N.H.
S aginaw Valley college
south Dakota Bd. o f Regents
Youngstow n State University
System (7)
University o f Maine (7)
Lake Superior State
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Hubbell
In
The Corner
‘Don ’t despair,

unthorna rts/ e nte rta in m e nt
Clowning:: The WorkBehind the Laughter
by Susan Kruger

even when you ’re in a corner..’.
It’s raining outside and a shrouded figure walks up a short staircase, fol
lows a long walk around the side of an enormous house, ami walks through
a back door with the numeral 3 emblazoned upon it Trudging down a
narrow hall lined with boxes and old newspapers, the figure enters a small
door at the end and finds “ the typical college student’s pad.”
There are many scenes like the above. The city is spotted with college
student’s temporary apartments. The typical student apartment contains
two cats, posters, stereo, dirty dishes, discarded newspapers, and a moldy
shower curtain. This description, with a few unique additions, also fits my
apartment.
The chamber described in the
first paragraph, is my inspira
tional home. “ Hubbell In The
Comer” was born within the an
cient fake brick walls of my
apartment. I used to have to
sleep in a comer of one of its
rooms.
Every morning I would roll
out of my sleeping bag, and put
the coffee pot on the stove.
Next, 1 would wash a dirty cup
and plug in the Santa Marx
tree. If I hurried, I managed to
get in a refreshing cold shower.
Sitting down on my moldy old
The infamous Santa Marx tree.
chair, I sipped my coffee and
hatched schemes to rid myself of my cornered life.
My apartment was too cluttered, too confining. Sleeping on the floor in
the corner gave me a strange waffle design on my face, caused by the worn
shag carpet. The grapefruit sitting on the windowsill for the last month be
gan to turn purple. All the house plants except the cactus had died. The
steam heat pipes lining the ceiling kept the apartment at a cozy eighty
degrees. And I had other complaints too.
Like most college students, I
have roommates. I moved in with
two gentleman GVSC students.
They both smoke constantly,
both legal and illegal substances.
I began to wonder if I would die
while sleeping in a burning house
or be beaten and jailed for hous
ing “hard drugs.” 1 also disliked
being stepped on every time
someone went to the fridge for a
Snickers bar.
I had moved in under the im
pression that I was replacing one
of my roomies. They kept say
ing he was going to leave “very
soon.” Weeks went by and I be
gan having strange dreams. I
Hubbell in the corner, with friend.
dreamt that I was sleeping in a breadbox and my roomies kept opening
the breadbox and shouting, “Move Over!”
The final insult soon occurred. I came home really beat one night, after
a hard day at the office. The thought of a cool beer was the only thing
keeping me vertical. I opened the fridge and, alas, one of my dear roomies
had consumed all of my beer. I ran amok.
I hung little signs up around
the apartment requesting the
reader to make donations to the
“ Free Hubbell From The Comer
Fund." My roommates then stole
my sleeping bag and left the
phone bill in its place. I decided
to dust off my ingenuity and
win the war.
Things are much calmer around my apartment now. I ar
ranged for one of my roommates
to get a free trip to Nicaragua. I
then convinced my other room
mate to enroll in an animation
class. So, I now have my very
own bedroom. I am not bothThe necessities of student life,
ered by my only roommate be
cause he’s too busy drawing an endless amount of cartoon chairs, little
egg people, and occasional vanishing cubes.
The moral of the story is: “Don’t despair, even when you’re in a corner,
because ingenuity will always prevail.” Now if ! could only get the dishes
washed and that posi-party Yugoslavian brandy off the front door.

ThstypM ooflap si

liiwwlf in hit dan of iniquity.

Some thirty students sit crosslegged on the floor of the Dance
Studio in Calder, some wolfing down
yogurt, rice cakes or sandwiches.
They are using their lunch hour to
watch this lecture/demonstration by
a . . . clown.
Enter Don Riedcr, a tall man in
red leotard, sweatpants, and bare
feet, with medium brown shortcropped hair. He has no whiteface,
no red nose, no unicycle or big
daisy that squirts water. Stripped
o f the paraphernalia Americans us
ually associate with clowns, this
clown’s character comes from move
ment, not costumes or props. “When
you come out dressed in a costume,
this does half the work for the aud
ience," Rieder notes. Although he
,does use costumes in some pieces,
his characterizations don’t rely on
them.
Riedcr begins talking about
clowning, illustrating his concepts
with his own movement. “What
kind of clown am I?” he asks.
Just as there are different kinds of
dance-modern, ballet, jazz-there
are different kinds of clowns: circus
and theatre.
All are kinds of movement thea
tre. Dance is “concerned with pure
movement. The dancer is free to
explore the movement itself,” Rieder
says, while "clown work has to be
about something. The clown uses
qualities of time, plot, and dramatic
narrative to explore character. Bal
ance, symmetry, and order arc the
dancer's focus.
The untidy, gro
tesque and irregular are the focus
of the clown’s world.”
To illustrate, he shows the per
fectly balanced walk of a dancer,
and then shows how character is
conveyed by breaking that symme
try. By transferring weight to one
leg, it becomes a “rooster walk”.
The dancer has become a living
character.
Glimmers of recognition from the
audience verify Rieder’s point,
saying “We know that man." Rieder
explains, “the strength of a clown
is in his humanity and the closeness
of his relationship to his audience.
When the clown says T he is really
saying ‘we.’ "
Rieder moves on to show the
difference between circus and theatre

clowns. Most of us already know the
acrobatic, juggling circus clowns, that
arc either happy or sad, but limited
in dramatic possibilities by their
circus confines.
Riedcr shows that a theatre clown
can be so much more, doing a poig
nant piece, “Vagrant Clown”, about
a theatre clown who used to be a
circus clown-and then “Ward
Variations", about time to an
institutionalized man.
In the space of one hour the
audience has seen the transformation
from the pure movement of dance or

After learning of the revolu
tionary dimensions of clown work iri
Eastern Europe, especially Ctibor
Turba m Czechoslovakia, he went
there twice to study
for five
months in 1978 under a grant from
the International Research and
Exchanges Board in New York, and
again in summer, 1979.
Riedcr then came here to study
movement with Grand Valley’s Claire
Porter and Val Dean.
Ricdcr’s studies with Czech clown
Boris Hybncr gave him “a fresh look
at such American silent film artists

confines of the tent. Riedcr notes,
“The theatre clown is a response to
Beckett. The characters in Waiting
for Codot are clowns. After that
you just can’t go back to the circus.”
Bv going outside the circus, clowns
“could take one more serious
themes.”
“Adam and Eve,” a piece by
Polivka, is an example. A thirtyminute piece done in theatres, it is
about two clowns, Adam and Eve.
Kicdcr explains, “Two gods (circus
ringmasters) feed the clowns. You
have to tell them how to eat. The

Don Rieder, American clown breaking new ground (photo by Rick Kocks).
acrobatics
to
the “movement
theatre” of Rieder’s clowning. His
iawn career followed a similar
progression.
Beginning as a pantomimist in
Ohio, he moved on to study at the
Valley Studio’s Wisconsin School of
Mime in Spring Green. There he met
Peter Hoff and found that the clown
work they did together “began to tap
something in me. Pantomime was a
very controlled form-a set number
of movements to be done in a short
period of time. "Plus,” he adds,
“I liked to fall down! 1 like the
risks.”

as Keaton and Chaplin.” He saw the
social commentary of their work
which has been easy for Americans
to overlook, but which is always in
the forefront of Eastern European
thought.
The dark side of life there
demands comment. Writing can be
censored, but theatre is an event. It
cannot be pinned down, especially
movement theatre, which has no
verbal script. As a result every move
ment carries meaning to the
audience.
"European clowns like Czechs
Bolek Polivka, Turba and I lybner
have taken clown work beyond the

forbidden fruit is wine and cigarettes.
Eve seduces Adam and they arc
both punished by being thrown out
of the garden-they have to give up
their clown uniforms.” Here the
circus metaphor is used with “the
audience as gods who look on and
laugh, and the circus ringmasters as
archangels. The mythical qualities
arc still there, but the fall is veryhuman.”
Rieder’s own work can be seen in
a Lunchbreak performance spring
term, April 1. He will be doing “The
Wait,” about a man fighting the
realization that the woman he’s
waiting for is not going to come, and
“Ward Variations.”

Heinieirfs New Beast Hits Low Numbers
by Chris Berry
Using such books as Jules Vem’s 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea, H.G.
Wells’ The Time Machine, and Robert A Heinlein’s Stranger in a Strange
Land, the definition of science fiction can be stated as being works that are
"based on predictions of future scientific possibilities" (American Heritage
Dictionary). Adding to that, science fiction is the original vision of an idea;
all others are copies using an original piece of science fiction. With this in
mind, Robert A. Heinlein’s new book, The Number o f the Beast, is an
escapist fantasy that, though it may be “cute” or clever" in sections, doesn't
hold any intellectual interest and could be defined as being a contemporary
“pulp" novel.

Lanthorn
Book
Review
What’s “cute”? Get this: a villian named Professor N.O. Brain; a hero
and heroine, Zcbadiah John Carter and Dejah Thoris Burroughs (names that
all science fiction fans should have heard of before) who fall in love while
waltzing; and such fantasy props as a time machine, a sixth dimension, and
aliens with blue-green blood.
Heinlcin must have been a child of the
pulps - magazines in which the stories were often as rough as the paper
they were printed on - because this book is written as if it were a tribute
or a reminiscence of die yesteryear magazines. The ironic aspect about
such a tribute is that Heinlein is the worst pulp hack of all since the writers
of the “pulp” stories did come out with interesting science fiction ideas
once in awhile.
Not only are the ideas disappointing, but the characters arc so shallow
that if they were a pond, goldfish would rub their stomachs on the bottom.
The dialogue brings to memory the irrelevance of dialogue in a Tom
Robbins novel - it works in Robbias’ novels, but is misplaced in this
fiction story. Half the novel concentrates on a battle with hit-man
aliens, while the other half daydreams on about a whimsical honeymoon
featuring two couples.
Because of his highly deserved reputation as one o f the best science
fiction writers around, Robert A. H rrk ir is entitled to a reading by the

critics as a man who can innovate the face of science fiction into many
inventive and fascinating expressions. That is why, when a novel like
The Number o f the Beast comes out with his name on it and is only
average, science fiction fans feel cheated. If lleinlein writes a couple
more clunkers like this hook in the future, he'll be remembered by history
as two different writers; a genius and a hack. (This new book of his should
only be read by die-hard fans who have read all of his other writings. All
science fiction novices should stick to llcinlein's Stranger in a Strange
Land if at all interested in great science fiction.

i
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reviews by Steven M. Scrulla
The only good thing about
“ 1941” is that it’s over. The movie
is loosely based on bizarre events
which could have happened in
California immediately after the
Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor.
The seldom funny flick has an
all-star cast led by ex-Saturday Night
Live performers John Belushi and
Dan Ackroyd who arc given little
support from Ned Beatty, Slim
Pickens, Warren Oates, and Christo
pher Lee.
Steven Spielberg's attempt at
comically showing the panic, which
swept the West Coast following that
December 7th, falls far short of its
goal, putting pressure on the
Saturday Night duo to pay up in
their next pix “The Blues Brothers"

QQQQQ

Electric
Horseman
As an aging cowboy. Sonny Steele
(Robert Redford) takes on the cor
porate giant, AMPCO, with the assis
tance of TV newswoman, Hallie
Martin (Jane Fonda) in a heart
rending animal story guaranteed to
keep your interest.
Steele is a modern day rhine
stone cowboy who steals the com
pany's mistreated horse during a
show in Las Vegas and aims to
set him free in Utah, while Fonda
tags along as the newswoman who
always gets her story.
The Sydney Pollack film is dotted
with breathtaking scenery and
comical interludes between Fonda
and Redford. Background music ig
provided by Willie Nelson who also
makes his film debut as an actor.
The movie, currently playing at the
North town Theatre, deserves its
lofty Lanthorn rating.
-f*-
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W hat You Hear Is In Your Ear

Action Now!

article by Thomas L.L. Saulthury III
photos by John Wanat

Located on the main level of
the Campus Center, adjacent to
the television and Seed Coffee
house areas, is perhaps one of the
most unadvertised, yet most
enjoyed facilities available to the
students at Grand Valley, the
music listening lounge.
The lounge, an entirely stu
dent-run program, provides tapes
of the most popular recordings
from a wide variety of music; a
relaxing, yet studious atmosphere;
and meditative view overlooking
the scenery between the Campus
Center and the Zumberge Library.
The music is pretty much upto-date. The tapes are recorded
by WSRX. They provide the
latest and most popular releases,
as well as personal requests. The
versatile lounge lists recordings
in categories ranging from the
rolling and sonorous sounds of
Rock/Punk/Country and Disco,
to the more bouncing and
resonant rhythm of Jazz/Blucs/
and Soul, to the gliding and mclliflous melodies of Felk/Classical/
and Easy Listening.
Placid decor and comfortable

seats make the lounge an ideal
place for either relaxation or
study. Some students utilize the
lounge before, after, or inbetween classes to keep up with
their studies, while others find it
an inviting atmosphere to take
that much-needed snooze.,
Tony Diola, who heads both
the music listening lounge and the
games room, estimates seventy to
eighty students utilize the lounge
daily. Its primary purpose is serv
ing students and use is free to
those with Student ID or driver’s
license.

The lounge is open from 9:30
a.m. to 9:30 p.m. weekdays and
1:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. Saturdays.
N

Thursday

IatChance: Paintings and Drawings

CC Gallery

10 a.m.-d p.m.

Friday

Seed Coffeehouse
Women and Film:
Woman to Woman by Donna Dcitch
Dance - Band: Autumn

CC

11:30 a.m.

CC Theatre
CC Multipurpose

Noon
8 p.m.

Sunday

Jazz Concert: Orange l.akc Drive

CC Multipurpose

7 p.m.

Monday

I Don't Like Mondays Wazmo Nariz
Pit Coffeehouse

Dooleys - E. Lansing
Robinson

8 p.m.
9 p.m.

Tuesday

Oral Prcscntation/Scminar:
Faculty Forum on Unionization
Pit Coffeehouse

CC Laurel Room
Copeland

3 p.m.
9 p.m.

Movie: Uptown Saturday Night

132 LHH

2 p.m. 4c 7 p.m.

Wednesday

p v iic

Electric Rituals in Counterpoint
by P.A. Bridges
Two months of frantic effort
spent preparing for the premiere of
her latest work, "Adept of the
Spheres", hasn’t seemed to dampen
the
spirits
of dancer Diane
McCollough.
‘‘I’ve been working on this
particular idea for nearly two years,”
said McCollough. "It’s an intermedia
piece composed of four distinct
clements-dancc, film, slides and
music-moving in counterpoint to
one another.”
McCollough’s performance will be
part of the featured “Media Nexus"
segment of “Ritual Solos”, an
upcoming dance exhibition spon
sored by the Performing Arts Center
of Grand Valley State Colleges.
"The idea,” McCollough ex
plained, "is to surround the visual
lines of a single dancer with a con
stantly changing spectmm of visual

forms. As the tempo and mood of
the music progresses the piece will
seem to move and breathe.”
Artist/producer Jeff Young, of
the Photographer’s Workshop located
on Leonard Street in Grand Rapids,
describes “Adept of the Spheres"
as a “contemporary ritual or
modern myth”.
“My part in the production,"
Young said, “has to do with creating
the ‘Media Nexus’. Media in this
sense means articulate energy in the
same way as morse code, radio or
television are, which is to say it will
convey a message.
Nexus comes
from the Greek word meaning a
bonding or joining."
“ In the context of the dance,”
Young added, “the media will consist
of a combination of geometrically
patterned slide progressions created
by graphic artist Dave Suwal, a
student at William James College;
a series of super eight films produced

by myself; and an original synthe Schmidt arc TJC seniors.
sizer composition
by Thomas
The entire production - includ
Jefferson College faculty member ing audience searing— will take
place behind the front curtain of
John Yanclli.”
The program includes Terese Louis Armstrong Theatre, creating
Povolo’s “At Last, Again, Always, an intimate atmosphere.
Performances arc January 30, 31
But", accompanied by Dennis Alles'
improvisational trumpet, and LeAnn and February 2 at 8 pm and Feb
Schmidt’s “Clockwork", a medita ruary 1 at noon. The cost is one
tion about time.
Povolo and dollar.

DIAMONDS
COLLEGE RINGS
AND
THINGS!

-T im e payments
- Financing
Available
for GVSC Students!

F*«t delivery
on c la «

rings

CLASSIFIEDS
Part and full-time help wanted win
ter, spring and summer, office sales
and outdoor work, $5.00 and up,
Detroit, Lansing, Grand Rapids, and
Flint areas.
Call John Jorgenson
517-337-7096.
NEED A JOB???
TYPISTS NEEDED in the Grand
Rapids area. Several openings. Begin
at $3.80.
Assistant Payroll Clerk needed in
Walker. Approximately 5 hrs per
week. $3.25.
Lab asst, needed for mornings in
Grand Rapids.
Dishwasher - Busboy needed in
Stan dale. Begin at $3.10. Flexible
schedule.

WORK STUDY JOB OPENINGS:
Secretary Trainee - Kentwood-Byron
Center area $3.10+ per hour for
South Kent Community Education.

City of Grandville has an assessor
assistant opening. Begin at $4.00/hr.
Schedule flexible to yours.

Zeeland Community Recreation De
partment will be hiring a recreation
aide under the Work Study Program
in the spring - will interview now if
qualified applicant - should be major
in related field such as PE or recrea
tion with some experience in recrea
tion supervision and knowledge of
sports and games. Very good oppor
tunity. $4.00 to start.

•Numerous openings in Grand
Rapids in variety of areas through
Grand Rapids Urban Corps. Intern
ships are also possible $3.25.

Life Consultation Center needs re
creation workers to work with ment
ally handicapped clients in evening or
day recreation programs - good for
recreation or social service majors -

•Several
job opportunities in
Muskegon in clerical, recreation,
criminal justice areas. $3.25/hour
-Muskegon Urban Corps.

Lanthorn Classified Ad. Rate
1) Base Rate: $2.50 for 15 words or
less. Each additional word - $.05
2) Boldface Type ad. - $.50 extra
3) Border around ad. - $.50 extra
4) Commercial (Business ad.) add $.50
NOTE: Payment must be enclosed
when submitting this ad. Ads re
ceived without payment will not be
printed I Deadline is Friday a t $ p.m.
Make check or money order payable
to - The Lanthorn.

HAL BEVERIDGE
BROTHERS BAND
A m b b k jb r
concerts A parties

Phone-616-636-8615

f

With this entire Northtown ad—one ticket only
$1.50 (except Fri. or Sat.).
___
363^8412^^^^^^,

N0 RTHT0 WN
ymiNfttiP1"* wiU

If you are interested please tall
Steve Tagg or Michelle Bridges at
ext. 238, or come in to Scidman
House located on the South side of
campus.

Zeeland Recreation Department is
seeking a secretary now ($4.00/hour)
and will be looking for grounds
keepers in the spring $4.00.

I

Dustin Hoffman

*K R A M E R V S . K R A M E R ’m

®

the

Robert Redford

Dont forget your
loved one on
Valentines day.
Buy a special gift at
Fox's & Budd’s

locations in Holland, Grand Haven
and west of Allendale. $3.50/hour.
Any students interested in additional
information or referrals to any of the
above should contact Sheila Klemm
at the Student Employment Office in
Scidman House (ext. 238).

Bring This ad in for
a Special GVSC
discount on diamonds

STORES IN HOLLANB.
GRAND
RAPIDS AND
MUSKEGON-CLOSE
TO
YOU........

WHERE IS
AAU P

Jane Fonda

e l e c t r ic h o r s e m a n

QUAD

With this entire Quad ad-one ticket
—— ----------------__ IU . 1 only $1.50 (except Fri. or Sat.).
290; St. 4 E. BaMnc - South ol EastbrooUW j ____ I_________
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Sue’s Views

By
Suzanne Joseph
Come-From-Behind Victory

Laker Wrestlers Keep Winning
by Jeff Tikkanen

Top left to right:
D« "" P,owe" ' Julie Rennh8ck' Lynn H° 'm ,n'
Cathy Myers, Tammy Poortvliet, Tammie Conant, Cheryl Allan; Bot
tom toft to right: Terri Conant, Dan Foster, Wes McAtee, Bob Langridge, Steve Berqeon, Mike Ross, and Sue Krings (photo by John
Wanat).

Give a Cheer
F or the Cheerleaders
One, Two, Three, Four
Who are we for
Lakers, Lakers, Rah, Rah, Rah
Live, Six, Seven, Fight
Who do we appreciate
Lakers, Lakers, Rah, Rah, Rah
The cheerleaders at Grand Valley are too good to go unnoticed. A squad
of nine girls and five guys is the largest GVSC has ever had, and they’re
proud of it.
Cheerleading is a varsity sport in which the participants receive a varsity
letter at the end of the season. It is a team sport. They have a game plan
with goals and objectives. They have a coach. They wear uniforms illustrat
ing Grand Valley colors. They have tryouts and cuts at the beginning of
the season. They have home games and away games, and they operate on a
strict budget.
What would make a guy go out for cheerleading? “Self-adventure,"
freshman Wes McAtee replied. "I always liked gymnastics.It’s a sport I’ve
never done." It didn’t surprise me when McAtee told me he gets more
compliments than he had expected. He gets his strength from weight lif
ting.
For seniors Bob Langridge and Steven Bergcon, it’s a way of staying in
shape for crew in the spring. Freshman Dan "Red" Foster isn’t sorry the
girls conned him into it, and credits the wisecracks to jealousy. Freshman
Mike Ross is the “fifth man.”
The girls couldn’t be happier to have the male additions. “It’s more fun,
and gives us more talent on the squad,” said sophomore Cheryl Allan.
“The whole style of cheering is different.”
Watermelon, Watermelon
Watermelon, Rine
Look on the scoreboard
See who's behind
The only way the cheerleaders manage to get any studying done on the
long road trips is if they bring earplugs. “We love to sing,” smiled junior
Lynn Holman. “We sing all the way there and all the way back. We sing
every song there is. We’re a chorus. We really have a good time when we tra
vel.”
The squad practices on the day of a home game in the Campus Center
Theatre, aside from one or two nights a week. They arrive at away games
early enough to warm-up and review “chats” and "mounts”. I couldn’t
believe some of their mounts! When they practice their mounts in the Cam
pus Center Theatre, the head of the girl on top hits the ceiling! Their motto
is, “We’U try anything once, we’ll go for it.”
Though it may seem just an extension of high school, there are differ
ences. More traveling is done, and in college, the cheerleaders don’t have to
abide by high school rules: no gum chewing, no hair on back, no “sexy”
cheers, no nail polish, and no jewelry. In high school, only eight are allowed
on the court at the state tournament.
Eight of the cheerleaders were on the squad during football season
which means an even longer season for them. They arc Allan, Holman
Tammy Poortvliet, Julie Rennhack, Sue Krings, Terri Conant, Tammie
Conant, and Cathy Myers. Dawn Piowers rounds out the squad.
Ester Thomas, the squad’s coordinator and assistant manager of the
bookstore, does all the dirty work which includes transportation arrange
ments and the ordering of uniforms and supplies.

The “mar-wise” Grand Valley
wrestlers came through in the face
of adversity last weekend to win the
Midwest Classic at Anderson College,
Indiana.
It was a classic come-from-bchind
victory as Grand Valley battled to
the top of a talent-laden field of
twenty teams.
Going into the final round of the
two-day tournament Grand Valley
found
itself
at a ten point
deficit behind a powerful WisconsinWhitewater squad. This meant that
all four of the Laker finalists had to
win to break Wisconsin’s hold on
first place.
Sophomore
sensation
Jeff
Henderson established himself as a
national contender with a timely
victory at 118 lbs. It marked the
first individual tournament victory
in his college career.
Three-year veteran Paul Neumann

complimented Henderson's victory
with a decisive win at 150 lbs.
Grand Valley’s most physical
wrestler, Tony Diola, wouldn't bow
to the pressure as he came from
behind in overtime to take the
title at 158 lbs.
And finally, the “Redwood”
Ron Essink secured the trophy bid
with his sixteenth victory in a row
at the heavyweight position.
“ It was an outstanding per
formance on everyone’s part,” said
enthused wrestling coach Jim Scott.
“I was impressed by the way our
team has grown in the past few
weeks. This victory is a definite
sign that we arc becoming 'mat
wise.’ ”
Other outstanding performances
were posted by third place winners Jeff Henderson controls his opponent (photo by Mike Silverstein).
Tim Horn (142), Bill Rugenstcin
Grand Valley (122V4), WisconsinThe
Lazier wrestling
team,
(190), and fifth place winners
rated third
in the
Whitcwater (120), Fairmont State currently
Brian Smith (132) and freshman
(100y.), West Illinois (74) and
NAIA and tenth in NCAA Div. II
hopeful Neal Wilmore (167).
Wright State of Dayton, Ohio travels to Saginaw Valley tomorrow
The final top five teams were:
( 68 ).
and Oakland University on Saturday.

Lakers in GLIA C D river’s Seat
A fter Third Straight Win
remaining till half-time, but pulled
jumper from the comer to knot the
baskets by Chadwick and two by
even six minutes later (24-24) on
score at 48 apiece.
Cheklich. The Lakers were able to
hold on to the lead for the entire
Surprise! The Lakers are leading four baskets by Laker forward/
With 9:49 on the clock, Chadwick
first-half and led the Pioneers 32-30.
the Great Lakes Intercollegiate Ath guard Mark Principe who tallied
hit both ends of a one-and-one to
Oakland came out of the locker
letic Conference (GLIAC) with a 14 first-half points for GVSC.
give the Lakers their first lead of
4-1 record. Surprise! Grand Valley However, the Tartars outscored the
room at the end of half-time with
the game, 50-48. The Tartars re-tied
visions of victory and early in the last
Lakers ten to five in the remaining
has nine wins against only eight
the score at 51-51 moments later and
three minutes and entered the
losses.
stanza it looked as though they
regained the lead one last time,
After struggling for most of locker room at the half with a 6059, at the 4:22 mark, but Grand
might accomplish their dream. The
the season, the Lakers have defeated
34-29 lead.
lead changed hands no less than
Valley took the lead for good on
three straight conference foes and
At the beginning of the second another Cheklich jumper seven sec
nine times in the second half and
sit atop the GLIAC standings after half, Wayne State extended its
onds later.
was tied for the last time at 50-50
posting wins over Wayne State lead to 403 1 on three short jumpers
Scoring the next seven points on
with 6:08 remaining.
University, 72-66, and Oakland Uni by junior guard Grady Wicker.
baskets by Moultrie, Bob Stahle,
The Pioneers had their final
Cheklich, and a free throw from
versity during the past weeks’ action. Grand Valley center Mark Cheklich
lead at 53-50, but three straight
On Saturday, the Lakers hosted scored five unanswered points and John Harrington, the Lakers upped
Laker baskets, one each from Chad
the Wayne State Tartars at Ford guard Ed Moultrie added another their advantage to 68-60 and the
wick,
Cheklich and Harrington
Fieldhouse and staged a come with 17 minutes remaining in the game was history as they held on
gave Grand Valley a 56-53 advantage,
from-bchind victory by outscoring contest and it looked as though the for the victory.
and they held on for their third
WSU 3018 during the last two Lakers had found the right com
The Lakers had three players in
straight victory.
minutes of the game.
bination, trailing only 4038.
double figures led by Cheklich with
Grand Valley hosts two more
Monday, Grand Valley 'traveled
However, the Tartars didn’t fold
24. Principe added 18 and Moultrie
Great Lakes Conference rivals this
to Rochester, Michigan for a contest and rebuilt their lead to 48-42
13 to the cause. Moultrie also con
week as they take on upper peninsula
against the Oakland University Pio five minutes later.
tributed eight timely assists for the
foe Lake Superior State College in
neers where they squeezed past
Lakers and Cheklich had seven
a 2 p.m. contest on Saturday. Mon
OU 65-62.
Cheklich struck again for GVSC rebounds.
day, the Ferris State Bulldogs come
Against Wayne State, GVSC fell with two quick baskets and forward
In Monday’s close game, GVSC
to Ford Fieldhouse for an 8:30
behind 20-12 with nine minutes Chris Chadwick hit a fifteen-foot took an early 12-5 lead on three
contest.
by Steven M. Serulla

Laker of the Week

Lean to the left, Lean to the right
Stand up. Sit down
Fight, Fight, Fight
Grand Valley fans don’t make it easy for the cheerleaders. It’s a lot
easier to sit in the stands and make fun than it is to get out on the sidelines
and lead cheers. The cheerleaders work around the frustration that builds
up due to lack of enthusiasm at Grand Valley games. The fans just do not
participate in cheering. They look at the cheerleaders as strictly entertain
ment. “No matter what we do, they don’t cheer,” said Piowers. “Maybe
they think it’s high school stuff."
The lack of enthusiasm is due to the lack of an athletic facility. Until we
are no longer home away from home, we will have little fan participation.
It’s easier to be proud in your own facility than, let’s say. Ford Fieldhouse.
So my advice to die cheerleaders is to be patient.
We’re not bad a tz we know we "re good
We’re gonna stomp on Lake Superior
like we walk on wood

up K m Lakar often* during Grand VaUoy's 72-66
fooW aym Sut*. Moultrto finished tha g n u with
(photo by John Wanat).

Chris Chadwick, the junior for
ward on Grand Valley’s conferenceleading Laker basketball team has
been named the Laker of the Week
by The Lanthorn sports staff for his
outstanding play in GVSC’s 65-62
conquest o f Great Lakes Confer
ence rival Oakland University.
The 6 ’8” Dearborn Heights na
tive scored a team-high 20 points
in the Laker’s come-from-bchind
victory and according to Grand
Valley coach Tom Villetnure,
“Chadwick played his best game of
the year, especially on the boards
where he was having some trouble
earlier in the year.”.
Chadwick has averaged 10.4
points per game during Grand
Valley's 9-8 season and has pulled
down seven rebounds per contest
to rank second on the Laker ty»m
in that category.
Chadwick
played
on
the
1976-77 State Class B champion
ship Dearborn Divine Child team.
He is a business administration
major.
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Winter Track Initiated
by Denise Doty
The Grand Valley indoor track
team opened its season last Saturday
by competing in the Spring Arbor
Invitational.
“This year’s team is young, it is
composed mostly of freshmen and
sophomores, "said coach Bill Clinger.
“ Although this was our first competition we had some bright spots.”
Leading the Lakers were sophomore Del Deweerd in the 440 and
first year runner Doug Kuiper in the
880. Both men finished second in
their respective events. Finishing in

fourth place were freshmen Jeff
Chadwick in the high jump, with a
height of 6’4" and Glen Bradley in
the mile run with a time of 4:28.
Fred Shoemaker, a first-year
transfer from Northern Michigan
University, showed well in the
sprints, the 50-yard dash and in the
300-yard dash. Several other team
members also finished well in their
qualifying heats.
Phil Green and
Charles Pool both ran the 50-yard
dash and Dave Lodes ran the mile
and the 1000-meter run. Green and
Scott Barker finished in first and
second places respectively in the
300-yard dash, while Richard fuller

took fourth in the 600-yard run.
Fred Geary and Tom Hefner placed
fourth anti fifth respectively in the
two-milc event.
"Wc’rc getting ready for the
Great ljk c s Conference (GLIAC)
indoor track meet,” said coach
Clinger. “We’re going to find the
going rough. But, if we arc going
to be competitive in the GLIAC we
have to find individuals for the long
jump, triple jump, shot put, 1000metcr run and the hurdles.”

This Week With the Lakers
Thursday

Women’s Basketball

Western Michigan at GVSC

7:00 p.m.

Friday

Wrestling

GVSC at Saginaw Valley

all day

Saturday

Women's Basketball
Men’s Basketball
Wrestling

Lake Superior at GVSC
Lake Superior at GVSC
G^VSC at Oakland

2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
all day

Monday

Women’s Basketball
Men’s Basketball

GVSC at Ferris
Ferris at GVSC

5:00 p.m.
8 30 p.m.

Thursday

Women's Basketball

GVSC at Univ. of Michigan

7 :00 p.m.

The next outing will be at noon
on Saturday, Feb. 2, at the Aquinas
Tri-mcct.

G V S C Caught in the M iddle

Lakers Suffer Double Loss
by Suzanne Joseph

Brothers Ken and Bob Lamkin from the Shotokan Karate club in Detroit were two of the participants in last Sat
urday't Martial Arts exhibition in Louis Armstrong Theatre. Rich Plowden, instructor of GVSC'S Olympian Tae
Kwon D o Club, was also a participant. Plowden, a second degree black belt, has won numerous tournaments includ
ing second place in the Martial Arts Rating System National Championship in Cleveland (photo by *;ohn Wanat).

Fall Athletes Honored
4
by Steven M. Serulla
The Grand Valley Athletic De
partment honored its athletes for
their achievements during fall term at
a dinner held Jan. 15 in the Campus
Center Multi-purpose Room.
Master of Ceremonies Steve
Knight, WZZM-TV sports announcer,
presided over the festivities as
coaches of four of the five fall
sports at Grand Valley acknowledged
their team members' accomplish
ments on the field.
Joan Boand, Women’s Athletic
Coordinator and head coach of
the women’s volleyball team presen
ted four individual awards to the spl
icers. The Serving Award went to
junior Marcia Brescol. The Hustle
(Gopher) Award was given to Jane
Hanson. Pam VanderKoIk was the
recipient of the Most Improved
Player Award, and Helen Anschuetz
received the Spiking Award. An
schuetz earned another honor during
the season as she was named to the
All-State team for Division II
schools.
The Women’s Tennis squad,
coached by first-year mentor Don
Dickinson, honored Karin Holmes as
the Coach’s Award recipient as the

team finished the season 8-6.
Cross Country coach Bill Clinger
awarded Glen Bradley as HonoraryTeam Captain of a squad which fin
ished third in the district and became
the first Grand Valley team to qual
ify for the national meet.
Ann Rancourt, the women’: field
hockey coach, awarded players Joyce
Irick, Faith Heikkila, Peg VanAntwerp, Marie Hyde, and the late
Marti Driza-Bredin for their out
standing play on the field. Rancourt
also announced establishment of a
scholarship in the name of Marti
Driza-Bredin and it will be given to
a senior who best exemplifies the
qualities of the scholarship’s name
sake. Driza-Bredin was fatally in
jured in an automobile accident on
November 10.
Grand Valley football coach Jim
Harkema honored his players during
their football banquet in December.
Individual honors went to linebacker
Mark Szczytko as the Most Valuable
Player on defense and quarterback
Dave Quiniey as the Most Valuable
Offensive Player.

Four Laker football players
earned post-season awards as splitend Clint Nash, offensive tackle
Ron Essink, tailback Will Roach, and
linebacker Mark Szczytko were
named to the AI1-GL1AC team and
the All-NAIA District 23 team.
Nash, Essink, and Szcytko were re
peaters from the 1978 teams.
Essink added another honor to his
list of achievements as the Zeeland
native was named to the Kodak (Col
lege Division) All-American Football
Team.

51 Monroe Mall
2019 S. Division
3150 Plainfield N.E.
1533 Wealthy St. S.E.
2883 S. Wilson, Grandville

M EN -W O M EN

After your first enlistment,
you could have
$14,100 for education.

The fund starts with your enrollment in the
Veterans Education Assistance Program. (VEAP
for short). In thres years, your savings plus mat
ching funds can add up to < 8 .100 and if you
qualify, an additional < 4 0 0 0 incentive is added
for a total of <12,100. Four years of service gets
you <6.000 for a total of < 14.100

364-8434
Join the paapiewho've joined the Army
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The race for the GLIAC (Great
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic Con
ference) tirlc continues, and Grand
Valley’s women’s team is right in the
middle of it. That's the problemthey're in the middle, not the top.
Grand Valley lost their first
conference game Saturday at Wayne
State 63 —51, which gave the Tartars
a 3 - 0 mark in the conference and
dropped GVSC to 2-1 in the race.
Some people will argue that Grand
Valley was the better team on the
couit. Although, that wasn’t what
the scoreboard said. “It was a poorly officiated game,” said Pat Baker.
”My people play better in a cleaner
game. It was like a football game.”
The Inkers shot a cold 27 percent
from the floor (18 out of 66 at
tempts). However, the Tartars didn't
do much better shooting 35 percent
(28 out of 80 shots), but they took
14 more shots.
“ I had no balance scoring, nothing
from the outside,” Baker said.
“What it boils down to is that all my
players were cold on the same day.

Claudette Chamey led the Laker
attack with 21 points and 19 re
bounds, but only made six out of 22
shots. She made up for it at the freethrow line, connecting nine out of
ten. Cindy Daines added 11 points.
In Mount Pleasant last Thursday
the Lakers finished 12 points short
of beating non-conference foe
Central Michigan. That may have
been the only disappointing part of
the game. “We almost beat Central
at their own game,” said Baker. She
was referring to the quick moving,
fast breaking style of game CMU is
known for. Grand Valley has never
beaten the Chippcwas on their home
court.
Baker’s initial game plan was to
slow the game down and run the
Laker offense. She quickly changed
her mind seven minutes into the
game after putting in senior guard
Cindy Daines. "I told her to fast
break and she did,” Baker said.
“ That was the biggest story of the
ball game. She was our spark plug
and everyone on the team will agree
with me.” Daines made six out of
nine field goals (12 points) and had

five steals before fouling out of the
game in the second half. She was
penalized with a technical foul in the
second half, and Baker was zapped
with two more after questioning the
official’s judgement.
Central out-rebounded
Grand
Valley 59-58. “We’re setting team
goals before each game now, and one
of our goals was to out-rebound
them,” Baker said. “We almost did.”
Baker took advantage of her
bench depth by giving all ten players
court time. Faith Heikkila finished
the game with 14 points and eight
rebounds. Chamey contributed 12
points and a game-high 17 rebounds.
"Claudette was skying high to pull
down those boards,” Baker added.
Freshman Deb Mast converted
five out of six free throws and fin
ished the game with nine points and
four assists. “I’m using Deb more
and more.
She’s really coming
around now.”
The Lakers now 4-8 overall, host
Western Michigan University tonight
at 7 p.m. and Lake Superior State
College Saturday at 2 p.m. Both
games will be played at Allendale
High School.

r
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THORNTON

by Rik Holzgen

I would like to wish each of you a happy and success
ful New Year as we start a new term and a new dec
ade at Grand Valley State. The past year has brought
a number of changes to this campus, changes that will
certainly serve to strengthen the academic quality of
this institution.

by C. Frederick
TOLD rA t
_ yodR
C A ft • . AA< I LI '’*7/ f ft «? •

I realize that you as C A S students may have questions
and concerns about C A S and I would like to hear
about them and discuss them with you. A positive
dialogue between students and the Dean is essential
as we look forward to the decade of the 1980s. It is
my intention to create such a dialogue in C A S and I
would like to begin by establishing three one-hour
sessions to discuss any matters relating to the college.
The sessions are open to all students. I urge you to
attend and look forward to seeing you.

Session 1 - Tues., February 5 - 2:00 p.m. -213 MAK
Session 2 - Wed., February 6 - 9:00 a.m. - 214 MAK

APublic

Service.M
essirom

lb e S c o ^ r\L v w ^ > C o m m jf c -e t ^

F/ght Union* itxOyrG'ninuniiy.

Session 3 - Thur., February 14 - 10 a.m. ■ 215 MAK

Charles W. Sorensen, Dean
College of Arts and Sciences
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